CHILDREN’S WORSHIP PROGRAM GUIDE

Each week we achieve our goal of reaching kids and their
families for Christ by making programming for children
Fun, Intentional, Scriptural, and Helpful.

un

The fun level of our activities should reflect the fun level of
our God. 28nineteenTM KIDS teaches God’s Word in a way

that is attractive and memorable to the children. God is not boring, and
neither are we! And, if children have a great time, they will want to return
… with friends!

ntentional

We are intentional about
knowing these children’s

names and needs. God hand-picked the children who attend your church every
weekend. They are precious to Him, and they are precious to us! The focus of
28nineteenTM KIDS is always on reaching children and their families for

Jesus Christ.

criptural

28nineteenTM KIDS is an
unapologetically Bible based

curriculum. In other words, we stand on the Word of God. All of our Bible Study
and Worship lessons come directly from the Bible and teach our children
straight biblical truth.

elpful

Our goal is to teach children to be “doers
of the Word, and not merely hearers”

(James 1:22). To do this, we teach practical applications of biblical truths in
each lesson. The children should leave with a challenge or an action to live
their lives for Christ.
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jump children's worship
JUMP is a worship service intentionally designed to teach elementary aged children
the importance of worship. During JUMP, children express their worship through highenergy music and dancing. The Bible lesson is further enforced through fun, engaging
skits and object lessons. You will discover that JUMP is an exciting and engaging
curriculum for children’s worship!

VIDEO ELEMENTS

High quality video elements are incorporated to capture each child’s imagination and
to allow time for transition between live elements.

SKIT

With every lesson, a fun skit is performed to help put the main point of the day into a
humorous, modern and memorable scenario. These skits are fun and serve as object
lessons for the Bible story and main point. You and your kids will love laughing and
learning with these fun characters. Children will not want to miss a single lesson!
On the skit pages, screen elements and AUDIO ELEMENTS are highlighted as cues

for your audio/visual team. Skits include a variety of descriptive sound effects; however,
these are not included in the digital pack, as they are not absolutely necessary. You will
need to obtain these online or make them yourselves.
Green text denotes important lines dealing with spiritual truths. Be sure your actors
memorize the green lines!

MAIN POINT

The Bible is so rich! Every time we read a Bible story, be it the first or the fiftieth
time, God can teach us something new. To help everyone stay on the same page,
28nineteenTM KIDS narrows in on one main point from the Bible story. Everything we do
intentionally teaches the Bible story and this one point.

LEADER DEVOTION

The goal of the leader devotion is to help your leadership first learn the lesson
personally which will help your leadership feel an empowerment and excitement
to share what they have learned with their classes. For this reason, each lesson
begins with the same devotion for all leaders on an adult level. Pertinent background
information is incorporated to make the study richer in meaning for your leaders as well
as for your kids.
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JUMP BIBLE LESSON

JUMP Bible lessons are designed for large group teaching and often include object
lessons and anecdotes to help teachers clearly present the Bible story and main point.
Bible lessons are clearly outlined into three sections: Intro, Bible Story, and Application.
Intro: Short for “introduction”, this section helps leaders grab kids’ attention,
quickly review past lessons, teach the overarching theme of
the series, and get kids excited about the Bible story.
Read the Bible: Now we get to the good stuff! In this section, leaders encourage
kids to read in the Bible as they discover God’s Word for themselves.

Object Lesson: Object lessons use everyday, ordinary objects to teach

important spiritual truths. A good object lesson helps the audience remember
the spiritual truth in a tangible way.
Application: Our goal is to teach children to be “doers of the Word, and not

merely hearers” (James 1:22). To do this, we teach practical applications of
biblical truths in each lesson. The children should leave with a challenge or
an action to live their lives for Christ.

JUMP TEAM

Often lessons refer to the JUMP Team. The JUMP Team is a group of highly committed,
fun-loving volunteers. These upstanding high school volunteers and fun-loving adults
lead worship by acting in skits, leading motions to songs, assisting with classroom
management, interacting with children, and more.

ORDER OF SERVICE

Knowing each church has its own method of operating, JUMP curriculum is designed to
be flexible. Each time segment in JUMP is clearly designated and can occur in whatever
order you are most comfortable.
The following pages are an example of an order of service and are adaptable to any
sized group.
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JUMP CHILDREN’S WORSHIP
ORDER OF SERVICE

Pre-Service

This time before the service begins allows children to make it to their seats and interact with volunteers.

COUNTDOWN VIDEO
Song
MAIN POINT VIDEO
Welcome

The welcome is designed to introduce who is leading, what it means to worship, the rules for service, and what
the children will learn that day. This should be done by the worship director, can involve a teacher/co-teacher
scenario, and always ends with a prayer.
A few rules are said at the beginning of service so expectations for behavior are known. Always end with HAVE FUN!
Who’s excited to be here today?! My name is (
) and I am so happy you are here to
worship with us! Today we are going to be learning that (MAIN POINT). Can you do those motions and say that
with me on the count of three? One, two, three: (MAIN POINT). Oh, I think you can be louder than that! One, two,
three: (MAIN POINT). WOW! Great job!
As you know, we come to JUMP to worship God together. What are some ways we can worship the Lord? We
can worship God by singing, dancing, reading our Bible, and even praying! These are all ways that we worship
God together. We are going to do ALL of those things today! We are going to learn some AMAZING things about
God’s Word, so everyone please sit up straight, look up here at me, and turn on your listening ears!
We have a few rules to help us worship God together. Rule number one is: (Stay quiet). When someone is
speaking up here, please stay quiet. God has something to say to you and me today. We do not want to distract
anyone from hearing exactly what the Lord has for us to hear.
Rule number two is: (Keep your hands and feet to yourself). We worship God when we focus on Him alone and
put Him first. Keeping your hands and feet to yourself will help you and everyone around you focus on God.
Rule number three is: (Stand during songs). Anytime you hear a song, we stand so we can worship together,
be reverent to the Lord, and show Him that we love Him. JUMP is a worship service, not a show. Stand up and
participate with us when we worship through song!
Rule number four is: (HAVE FUN)! We are going to have so much fun today as we worship God together. Let’s
start this service right by talking to our amazing God in prayer right now.

PRAY
SKIT INTRO VIDEO
JUMP Skit Part 1

The skit falls before the JUMP Bible Lesson, so the pastor or teacher can refer back to the lessons the characters
learned during the skit.

Song

BIBLE LESSON INTRO VIDEO
JUMP Bible Lesson

The Bible lesson falls roughly halfway through the service to make sure all of the kids have arrived. We do not
want anyone to miss out on the best part! JUMP Bible lessons often include object lessons and anecdotes to
help teachers clearly present the Bible story and main point in 15 minutes or less.

PRAY
We are about to go into our time of offering. “Offering” is a big word for present. This is the time when we give
our presents to the Lord. We give back to God from everything He has given to us. Let’s stand together and sing
this song as an offering, a big present to God.

Offering Song
SKIT INTRO VIDEO
JUMP Skit Part 2

The resolution of the skit builds on the principles learned in the Bible lesson.

Song
MEMORY VERSE VIDEO
Memory Verse

The goal of the memory verse time is long-term understanding and memorization of Scripture. For this reason,
28nineteen Curriculum focuses on one verse or passage during each series. Throughout the series, kids are
encouraged to memorize these verses by making motions to the words and repeating the verse together.

Song
Announcements

What can the children look forward to in your ministry? Use this time to encourage kids to bring friends and
participate in whatever you may have coming up next.

Review Game

Play a fun game that allows everyone to remember what they have learned.
It’s time for the REVIEW GAME! I need one volunteer from each grade to come up on stage. I want to choose
people who have been listening and paying attention the whole service and want to play in our game!
During this game, your grade can win by getting very quiet when you hear the wrong answer and very loud when
you hear the right answer. Each grade is going to have a different silly move and sound that you must do when
you think you hear the right answer. (Let your contestants choose a silly motion and sound for their grade.)
I hope you are ready. I hope you have been paying attention. The game begins ... NOW!
(Ask review questions. Give kids the opportunity to do their motions and silly sounds when they hear the
correct answer. Award points to the winning grade.)

Song
Dismissal

s t a t i o n

overview
overarching plot
Welcome to JUMP NEWS with your news team: Weather with Wendy Storm,
Traffic with Iona Ford, Sports with Will Wynn, Politics with Cam Pain, and news
anchors, Justin Report and Johnny Onthespot. Due to a clerical error, the entire
established news team has gone on vacation at the same time. Interns Jamie
Jamison and Scoop Blakely have to step in and report the news to viewers like you.

characters
JAMIE JAMISON – former intern who becomes a serious reporter
SCOOP BLAKELY – former intern in charge of coffee who becomes

a goofy news reporter

PRODUCER – in charge of running the show, commercial breaks, etc.

costumes
JAMIE JAMISON – “JUMP News” jumpsuit with slacks, button-down shirt,

and tie underneath

SCOOP BLAKELY – “JUMP News” jumpsuit with slacks, button-down shirt,

and tie underneath

PRODUCER – All black clothing with headsset and clipboard

set
JUMP News Room - News desk, Two chairs, Camera
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lesson
lesson 11
BIBLE LESSON

The wise and foolish builders
Luke 6:46-49

MAIN POINT

Wise people build their lives
on Jesus.

MEMORY VERSE

Luke 4:18-19

“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, for he has

anointed me to bring Good News to the poor. He has sent me to
proclaim that captives will be released, that the blind will see, that
the oppressed will be set free, and that the time of the Lord’s favor
has come.”
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l e s s o n

1

highlights
spiritual connection
Jamie and Scoop report on a building competition that mirrors the parable of the
wise and foolish builders in Luke 6. When a big storm comes, the fancy house with a
sandy foundation collapses, but the simple house with a good foundation stands firm.
A good foundation is important in building and in life.

characters
JAMIE JAMISON – former intern who becomes a serious reporter

SCOOP BLAKELY – former intern in charge of coffee who becomes

a goofy news reporter

PRODUCER – in charge of running the show, commercial breaks, etc.

costumes
JAMIE JAMISON – “JUMP News” jumpsuit with slacks, button-down shirt,

and tie underneath

SCOOP BLAKELY – “JUMP News” jumpsuit with slacks, button-down shirt,

and tie underneath

PRODUCER – All black clothing with headset and clipboard

set

JUMP News Room - News desk, Two chairs, Camera

Construction Zone - Yellow tape, Traffic cones, Ladders, Tool chests, Wood planks, etc.

props

Skit - Cue cards, Clipboard, Coffee cups, Papers/pencils for desk, Microphone,
Wood planks and other various building supplies, Bowling pin

Lesson - 1 Large, sturdy, rectangular box, 3 Medium boxes (to fit on top of the
larger box), 2 Small boxes (to fit on top of the medium boxes),
1 Tiny box (to fit on top of the small boxes), Thick marker
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leader devotion
read

LUKE 6:46-49

“So why do you keep calling me ‘Lord, Lord!’ when you don’t do what I say?” Luke 6:46
This is one of the most convicting questions Jesus asks His followers. In Luke 6,
Jesus ends His sermon with this parable, reminding the disciples of the benefits in
implementing His teachings and the folly of only listening. Interestingly, there are only two
builders in the parable, indicating two choices in life: the choice to obey Christ and the
choice to ignore Him. There is no builder who constructs half of his house on rock and the
other half without a foundation. Indecision is not an option.
The wise builder laid a foundation on the rock, because he considered the long-term
effects of his construction choices. He built a house that would last through any storm.
The foolish builder, however, may have built without a foundation for any number of
reasons: ignorance of possible storms, location, view, time constraints, financial concerns,
etc. Picture the two houses in your mind. Do they look the same? For some reason, I
imagine the house on the rock as a simple, practical house and the house without a
foundation as an extravagant mansion. I imagine the foolish builder unwisely used his
money to make his home more luxurious than sturdy. He focused on the short-term
benefits of his construction choices.
God is often referred to in the Old Testament as the only Rock, the only Foundation who
cannot be moved (1 Samuel 2:2; 2 Samuel 22:47; Psalm 62:2). Jesus is the Rock, because
He is God. He will not change with the times. Hebrews 13:8 says, “Jesus Christ is the

same yesterday, today, and forever.” Building our lives to be completely dependent on
Christ ensures eternal victory through every storm life throws our way.

What is the foundation of your life? Is Christ so centrally important to your life that
nothing would function without Him? If your answer is no, allow the Lord to completely
wreck your life, so that you can rebuild on Him, the One who never fails. We must trust
our Rock completely, building everything we are in this life on Him. Take time this week
to thank God for being your firm Foundation throughout your life. Thank Him for His
commands and ask Him to help you do what He says every day of your life.
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lesson
Lesson

11

PRE-SERVICE
Play fun music and videos as kids come into JUMP Worship. Skit characters Jamie and
Scoop hold up various cue cards (“Applause,” “Laugh,” “Oooh,” “Ahhh,” “Oh no,” etc.)
during the music and videos, encouraging kids to participate.

COUNTDOWN VIDEO
JUMP Worship is starting! Lead the congregation in counting down. Worshiping together
is fun, and we are ready to begin!

SONG
Lead the congregation in a fun worship song.

MAIN POINT VIDEO
Welcome
Welcome to JUMP, where we worship God together! As you can see, we are in a
newsroom for our new series, JUMP News. For the next few weeks, we are going to learn
about Jesus from book of Luke. We hear a lot of news stories every day, but in JUMP
News we are learning about the greatest news of all time. Jesus is the best news the
world has ever received! We should all tell the world about Jesus.
Our Main Point is “Wise People Build Their Lives on Jesus.” Each piece of our lives is
important, but nothing should be more important to us than Jesus! (Make motions for
the Main Point. Have kids repeat the motions and Main Point with you.)
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Now turn to your neighbor and say, “Hello!” (Hello!)

Turn to your other neighbor and say, “What’s up?” (What’s up?)

Tell them your name. Introduce yourself. (Kids introduce themselves.)
Now say “Listen!” (Listen!)

“Wise people build their lives on Jesus!” (Wise people build their lives on Jesus!)

Turn to the person behind you and say, “Hey, back of your head!” (Hey, back of your
head!)

“Wise people build their lives on Jesus!” (Wise people build their lives on Jesus!)

Face me and say one last time, “Wise people build their lives on Jesus!” (Wise people
build their lives on Jesus!)

Great job! I can’t wait to open the Bible and learn more about this with all of you as we
worship today. We have a few rules to help us worship God, to keep our focus on Him
and Him alone. Rule number one is STAY QUIET. When someone is up here talking, we
should all be listening. Show me what that should look and sound like. (Wait for kids to
be quiet.) Great job! Listening will help us stay focused on God.

Our second rule is KEEP YOUR HANDS AND FEET TO YOURSELF. Focusing on God is very
difficult when the people around you are messing with you. Don’t distract the people
around you from worshiping God! Keep your hands and feet to yourself.
Rule number three is STAND UP DURING SONGS. JUMP is not a show. We are here to
worship God together, so be a part of what we are doing. Think about the words of
the songs when you sing. Use your hands and feet to worship God, not to mess with
your friends.
And finally, our fourth rule is – say it with me – HAVE FUN! We are going to have so
much fun today! Now let’s worship God by talking to Him in prayer. Bow your heads and
close your eyes. Focus on God only as we talk to Him.

PRAY
Lead the congregation in prayer.

Jump Skit part 1
See skit script beginning on page 14.
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lesson 1
part 1

skit

The wise
and foolish
builders

wise people build their lives on jesus.
Skit Intro Video
Welcome to JUMP NEWS with your news team: Weather with Wendy Storm, Traffic
with Iona Ford, Sports with Will Wynn, Politics with Cam Pain, and news anchors,
Justin Report and Johnny Onthespot.
SFX: NEWS TRANSITION MUSIC
Lights up, but no one appears.
SFX: NEWS TRANSITION MUSIC
Producer enters.
PRODUCER: Due to a clerical error, all our news team has gone on vacation at the same

time …

Producer holds up cue card that says, “Oh No!”
PRODUCER: So, we’ve followed news protocol to determine the replacement news team.

Oh yes. Our first replacement news anchor is news intern … Scans clipboard. Jamie
Jamison!

JAMIE: Oh, what?! I’ve never done this! I’m so nervous, I wasn’t expecting this … Flips voice

into news anchor voice and unzips his jumpsuit to reveal a news anchor suit. Welcome to
JUMP NEWS. I’m your anchor, Jamie Jamison. Here to bring you the latest-breaking news

that will pull at your heart strings and make your mind go, “Wow! That’s some interesting
news.” And remember, you heard it here first with Jamie Jamison. When life gives you
lemons, check for mold.
PRODUCER: And your co-anchor will be … Looks at clipboard. Scoop Blakely.

Producer holds up “Applause” sign, but no one enters the stage.
PRODUCER: Scoop? Is there a Scoop Blakely here? Anyone know a Scoop?
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Scoop runs on in a panic with multiple coffee cups.
SCOOP: I’m so sorry! I’m here! I was just getting all the news anchors’ coffees. They told

me that they needed specific coffee orders and if I messed them up … I’m just an intern.
I’m sorry I was late.
PRODUCER: Are you Scoop Blakely?
SCOOP: I’m so sorry! This is all my fault. This is on me! I took a turn too fast, and I spilled

the coffee.

PRODUCER: Scoop, calm down.
SCOOP: She wanted the pink package, not the yellow. And he wanted a venti, not a

grande. And what is chai?!?!?

PRODUCER: Scoop, you have been selected as the second replacement news anchor.
SCOOP: What? Me? Are you serious? High scream and gasp. Runs around excited! Oh, I’ve

got to sit down. Changes voice. Okay. Must prepare. What are we talking about today?

Need some time for warm-ups. Tries out different versions. I’m SCOOP Blakely. I’m Scoop
BLAKEly. Hello, Scoop Blakely here. Ugh. I don’t know if I can do this!
PRODUCER: And we’re live in 3, 2, 1 …
SCOOP: What? Goes big eyed and freezes.
JAMIE: Welcome to JUMP NEWS. I’m your anchor, Jamie Jamison, here to bring you the

latest breaking news with my co-anchor …

SCOOP: Wide eyed and shocked, finally quietly speaks. … Scoop JAMIE: Whispering. Louder!
SCOOP: Yells. SCOOP!
PRODUCER: Go to commercial!

Video: Commercial
PRODUCER: Come on, Scoop, I need you to pick it up. This is live television. Pull yourself

together! And we’re live in 3, 2, 1 ….
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JAMIE: Welcome back to JUMP NEWS. I’m your anchor, Jamie Jamison, here to bring you

the latest breaking news that will pull at your heart strings and make your mind go, “Wow!
That’s some interesting news.”
SCOOP: Yelling. WE’RE BACK! I AM SCOOP. HERE TO GIVE YOU THE SCOOP.
JAMIE: Thank you, Scoop. Nice intro, by the way. Alright, now we’re going to go live in the

field to bring you this breaking story… SFX: BREAKING NEWS STORY Holds finger to ear.
Oh wait, what is that? I’m getting word that all our field reporters are on vacation, too.
Scoop, we need you to go out into the field to cover this story.
SCOOP: What?! I’ll never get there in time! This is live television!
JAMIE: Extreme Home Makeover Builders and Contractors is having a competition, and

you have to be the judge. We need you to get out to the site as fast as you can. Word

on the street is there could be a massive storm heading toward them. You can do this,
Scoop. Just remember, when life gives you lemons, check for mold. Now get out there!
SCOOP: What does that even mean?!
JAMIE: Go!

Scoop exits frantically.
JAMIE: We’ll be right back with more JUMP NEWS. I’m Jamie Jamison.

SFX: NEWS TRANSITION MUSIC
Jamie exits.
SONG Lead the congregation in a fun worship song.
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special report
from the bible
bible lesson intro video
object lesson
Who here has ever built a real house? No one? Okay, who here has ever built a tower
out of blocks? Lots of you! Great! I’m going to build a tower using giant blocks, so
everyone can see. I don’t build a lot of towers, so I might mess this up a few times. Just
bear with me while I figure this out!
Try to build the tower with the smallest box on the bottom and the largest box on

the top. Make a big show of all the blocks falling over. Try to build the tower this way
several times, until the kids start yelling out the correct way to build the tower.

1

2

Then build the tower with the biggest box on the bottom and the smallest box on
the top.

Building that tower was a bit harder than I thought it would be, because I started to
build with the wrong box. Can you imagine if someone tried to build a house that
way? The bottom of the house is called the foundation. The foundation needs to be
the strongest part of the house, because everything else in the house sits on top of the
foundation. If the foundation is not strong, the house will not stand for very long.
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intro
This week, we are starting our new series on the book of Luke. The book of Luke tells us
about Jesus, as told by people who actually saw Jesus when He lived on earth. Luke is
one of four eye-witness accounts in the Bible of what happened when Jesus was living
on the earth.
Luke chapter 6 tells us Jesus was teaching the people about God. When He finished,
Jesus told a parable about two houses. A parable is a made-up story that helps us
understand big truths. This parable is called “The Wise and Foolish Builders.”

read the bible
Read Luke 6:46-49.
One builder built his house on a rock. That is a very good foundation! The other
builder decided he did not need a foundation. He did not think a good foundation was
important. When the storms came, the house with no foundation collapsed, but the
house with a foundation stood strong.

Application
Imagine that your life is like a house. What would the different rooms be? Sports?
Music? School? Family?
Write these “room” names on the medium, small, and tiny boxes. Write “Jesus” on the
biggest box. Use these boxes as you end the lesson.

All of the pieces of our lives are important to us, but there is only one thing that is
worthy of being our solid foundation - Jesus! Your relationship with Jesus should affect
every “room” in your life. If Jesus is your Foundation, the way you play sports should
be different from someone who does not know Jesus. If Jesus is your Foundation, your
words will be based on your relationship with Jesus. If Jesus is our Foundation, you and
I will not only hear what Jesus says in the Bible, but we will also do what Jesus tells us
to do in the Bible. We will begin to put Jesus’ words into action, as we get to know Him
more and more each day.
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Then when the storms of life come (losing the big game, parents fighting, moving to
a new school, friends asking you to do something you know is wrong, etc.), you will be
able to stand for the Lord. You will know Jesus loves you and is with you no matter what
happens, no matter what anyone else says. You will know your life is not falling apart,
because Jesus is the One who is holding you together. Wise people build their lives
on Jesus.

pray
offering song
Lead the congregation in a slower worship song.

Jump Skit part 2
See skit script beginning on page 20.

wise people
build their
lives on jesus.
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lesson 1
part 2

skit

The wise
and foolish
builders

wise people build their lives on jesus.
Skit Intro Video
Welcome to JUMP NEWS with your news team: Weather with Wendy Storm, Traffic
with Iona Ford, Sports with Will Wynn, Politics with Cam Pain, and news anchors,
Justin Report and Johnny Onthespot.
SFX: NEWS TRANSITION MUSIC
JAMIE: Welcome back to JUMP NEWS, I’m Jamie Jamison. Here to bring you the latest-

breaking news that will pull at your heart strings and make your mind go, “Wow! That’s
some interesting news.”
Producer holds up “Applause” sign.
JAMIE: We have Scoop Blakely live in the field with this fascinating story. What’s the scoop,

Scoop?

Lights up on the Construction Zone. Scoop gets interrupted by workers walking by with
construction materials.

SCOOP: That’s right, Jamie. I’m out here with some friendly competitors - Extreme Home

Makeover Builders and Contractors. SFX: CONSTRUCTION Team One seems to be

building their house on a solid foundation. Looks like it’s maybe made of rock? BORING.
But check it out! Team Two appears to have skipped the whole “rock” thing and is building
on the cool stuff! They’re building their house on pure sand! GENIUS! And look, they’ve
installed a pool and a bowling alley and a fire pole which leads into a giant pool of Jell-O!
Jamie, I really think there’s no competition amongst these competitors. Clearly, Team Two
has the coolest house! Back to you in the studio!
JAMIE: Scoop, thank you for that report. But are you sure it was a good idea to skip

building on a solid foundation? For a house to stand steadily, it needs to be built on
something solid. The pool and Jell-O sound fun and all, but I’m not sure that Team Two is
going to win.
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SCOOP: It looks like Team Two isn’t just using ordinary “beach” sand … this sand has been

packed down and saturated with water. This should last, most definitely, for centuries to
come.
JAMIE: Holds finger up to ear. Oh wait, hold on. Sorry to interrupt you, Scoop, but I’m

getting news that a torrential thunderstorm is headed your way.
Producer holds up “Oh No!” sign.

SCOOP: Awesome! I’m going to ride out this storm in the bowling alley! Hey-o!
JAMIE: I really think you should go to a safer place, Scoop. Maybe take cover in Team

One’s house. This looks to be a really big storm.

SCOOP: But Team One’s house doesn’t have a pool of Jell-O.

Lights flicker.
SFX: LIGHTNING
JAMIE: Yes, but it is built on a solid foundation.
SCOOP: Alright, the storm is coming … I’m headed to Team Two’s house! I’m going to go

bowling and roll four chickens!

JAMIE: I think they’re called turkeys, Scoop.
SCOOP: Strike!

Lights down.
SFX: STORM
JAMIE: This just in: the storm has officially passed. The storm tore through this

neighborhood. Homeowners are now reappearing on the streets to check the status of
their homes.
Scoop drags himself back onstage and is disheveled.
SCOOP: I’m here. That storm was very, very fast and very devastating. All. I have. Left. Is

This. One. Bowling Pin. The rest of Team Two’s house is completely gone.
JAMIE: How is Team One’s house holding up?
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SCOOP: It appears you were right. They are safe and sound inside.

Producer holds up “Applause” sign.

SCOOP: They appear to be drinking hot chocolate and watching a movie about an orange

and white fish that is lost. I feel a lot like that fish right now. Back to you, Jamie.

JAMIE: You know Scoop, this reminds me of the special report we heard today about

the wise and foolish builders. The wise men built their house on the rock, and we have to
remember to build our lives on a firm foundation, too.
SCOOP: Yeah, you’re right.
JAMIE: Thank you for that update. I think it’s pretty clear that Team One won this

competition. See what I did there, Team One – won?! I’m a natural at this. The team that
built its house on the rock, the solid foundation, was much smarter than the builders who
built their house on the sand. This has been JUMP NEWS with Jamie Jamison and Scoop
Blakely. And remember, when life gives you lemons, check for mold.
SFX: NEWS TRANSITION MUSIC
Video: Commercial
SONG

Lead the congregation in a fun worship song.
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memory verse video
memory verse
Our memory verse is from the book of Luke, chapter four, verses eighteen and nineteen.
In these verses, Jesus is reading from the book of Isaiah. These verses are about Jesus!
Read the verses with me. Luke 4:18-19 “The Spirit of the LORD is upon me, for he has
anointed me to bring Good News to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim that

captives will be released, that the blind will see, that the oppressed will be set free,
and that the time of the LORD’s favor has come.”

The Good News is that Jesus made a way for us to have a right relationship with God.
Jesus is the best news the world has ever received! Let’s make motions to the first part
of this verse.
(Make motions for the key words and phrases in the first sentence of the verse. Use
these motions each time you say the verse.)
Repeat after me.
Luke 4:18-19 (Luke 4:18-19)

“The Spirit of the LORD (The Spirit of the LORD)
is upon me (is upon me),

for he has anointed me (for he has anointed me)
to bring Good News (to bring Good News)
to the poor (to the poor).”

Now let’s say this part of the verse all together, starting with “Luke 4:18-19” on the count
of three. One, two, three: Luke 4:18-19 “The Spirit of the LORD is upon me, for he has
anointed me to bring Good News to the poor.”

Great job! Jesus is the best news the world has ever received. I challenge you to tell
someone the Good News about Jesus this week.

announcements
Use this time to encourage kids to bring friends and participate in whatever you may
have coming up next.
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review game
It’s time for the REVIEW GAME!! I need one volunteer from each grade to come up on
stage. I will choose people who have been listening and paying attention the whole
service and want to play in our game.
Choose contestants and introduce them to the group in game show style.
During this game, your grade can win by getting very quiet when you hear the wrong
answer and very loud when you hear the right answer. Each grade is going to have
a different silly move and sound that you must do when you think you hear the right
answer. (Let your contestants choose a silly motion and sound for their grade.)
I hope you are ready. I hope you have been paying attention, because the game
begins ... NOW!
Give kids the opportunity to do their motions and silly sounds when they hear the

correct answer. Award points to the grade who is the quietest when they hear the
wrong answer and participates the most when they hear the right answer.
Question 1: What was today’s Main Point?
a. Wise People Are Old.			
b. Wise People Build Their 		
Lives on Jesus.

c. Foolish People Go to the Beach.
d. Wise People Build Houses.

Question 2: Where can you find today’s Bible lesson?

a. Luke 6:46-49				c. Leviticus 6:46-49
b. Matthew 6:46-49				

d. Mark 6:46-49

Question 3: What was the foolish man’s foundation?
a. Pools of Gelatin				

c. Sand

b. Rock					d. Rubber ducks
Question 4: What happened to the foolish man when the storm came?
a. His house stood firm.			
b. His house collapsed.			

c. His dog ran away.

d. His cat scratched his face.

Question 5: Who should be the center of our lives, our foundation?
a. Me, Myself, and I				

c. My family

b. My friends 					d. Jesus
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Question 6: Luke 4:18a says, “The Spirit of the LORD is upon me, for he has anointed
to the poor.”

me to bring

a. Good Apple Juice				
b. Good Money 				

c. Good News
d. Nachos

Song
Lead the congregation in a fun worship song.

Dismissal

“ The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
for he has anointed me to bring
Good News to the poor. He has
sent me to proclaim that captives
will be released, that the blind
will see, that the oppressed will
be set free, and that the time of
the Lord’s favor has come.”
Luke 4:18-19
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live

from the
book of luke
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“Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded
you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.” Matthew 28:19-20
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Jesus is the best news
the world has ever received!
JUMP News is a study of the life of Christ in the book of Luke. Kids are
encouraged to spread the Good News and read the true stories of the Bible as
though they were actually there themselves. Skit characters Jamie Jameson
and Scoop Blakely are brand new news anchors. These former interns cover fun
and engaging news stories that closely mirror the Bible lessons. As kids laugh
through the skits, they will learn lasting biblical truths.

enjoy the whole series!
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